CONTROLLED

Steel Eurobar to Leg Fitment Supplement
Important:

1. Please refer to your fitting instruction to ensure that the roof racks are installed in the correct locations.
2. Check the contents of kits before commencing fitment and report any discrepancies.
3. Place these instructions in the vehicle’s glove box after installation is complete.
4. These instructions must be followed for warranty to be upheld.

SXB Instructions

1

Unlock the leg and unwind the leg to expose 10-12mm of thread on the adjustment rod as shown.

1:

10-12mm

Note the gap in the clamp and
the crossbar will slide into. SX044
shown as example only.

2

1: Slide the leg into the crossbar. Note the position of the metal clamp. Wind the adjustment rod back up
slightly to prepare the assembly to be installed on the roof.
2: Bar cross-section:
The metal clamp
slides over the
crossbar here. When
tightened, it will clamp
down on the crossbar.

1:

SX Instructions

1

Flex the grip tabs inwards slightly on the SX leg assembly. With the tab depressed, insert the leg into the
crossbar as shown.

Depress the Tabs.
1: Slide the leg into
the crossbar.
Grip Tabs

2: Tighten as per SX
leg instructions.
Top View:
Note: SX100 shown
as example only.
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Steel Eurobar to Leg Fitment Supplement
Complete crossbar install.

1

Measure the slots on either side of the installed Leg Assembly. Cut the Underbar Strips to size and fit to the
slots.

Cut to length as required.

2

Install the crossbar to the vehicle as per the corresponding leg kit instructions. Install end caps as shown.
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